The Witcher: The Wild Hunt
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The Witcher: The wild hunt is a role playing game about the quest of Geralt a Witcher who is in
search of Ciri and Yennifer. The game is set in the Continent, a fantasy world surrounded by
parallel dimensions and extra-dimensional worlds. Humans, elves, dwarves, monsters and other
creatures co-exist on the Continent, but non-humans are often persecuted for their differences
.The story starts during a invasion where the The Nilfgardian Empire tries to take control over
the northern kingdom during this time Geralt gets a nightmare in which he witnesses the return
of the most powerful commander Ereden Breac Glas who is also known as the wild hunt he is
the successor of the King of the elven cavalry, after this he goes in search of Yennifer who is
Gerallts long lost lover and a skilled witch who has abilities of finding people by just thinking
about the person. Geralt comes to know about her involvement in the invasion of the northern
kingdoms and starts getting clues of her exact location. When he finds her she tells him all the
places where ciri has been spotted in the last few days and tells him about her being in danger.
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During this time the players get to play as Ciri who is the last elf with ancient elven blood which
lets her to manipulate space and time and the youngest person who could become a great
witch, she was trained by Geralt himself. She has gotten information about the elven cavalry
involvement with the nilfgardian Empire and tries to find out about how they are linked. But she
is not aware that she is being watched by an organization which is trying to summon the wild
hunt. The wild hunt can be summoned with ancient elven blood. When she is about be captured
by them Geralt comes and saves her from them after this the story comes to part where either
Geralt can fight together with the Nilfgardians and help them successfully capture all of the
northen kingdoms and make ciri meet the emperor who has decided to make her as the
empress of Nilfgard, or to make ciri as a successful witch and try to kill The wild hunt once and
for all.
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